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NEW SCI-FI SERIES “STAR THIEVES” SET TO BREAK THE COLOR BARRIER  
 Pilot episode for original web series and first to feature people of color 

in all lead roles in pre-production  
 

(Los Angeles, CA) A young priest living on planet earth is pulled into a conspiracy a thousand 

years in the making when he discovers he is a member of a nomadic tribe of aliens, Star Thieves.  His 

loyalties are tested as he desperately seeks an alternative to the inevitable destruction of one side 

or the other.  “Star Thieves is filling a void in a genre that ultimately celebrates diversity.  Sci-Fi 

encompasses all that is different and alien yet it is rare to see people of color cast in lead roles,” 

series co-creator and director Leslie Foster states.  A multicultural cast stars in the original series 

currently in pre-production and fundraising on KickStarter. 

About Star Thieves:  Ground breaking casting and a truly unique storyline make Star Thieves 

shine.  The Star Thieves are some of the most feared beings in the known universe due to the power 

they gain through ingesting the dust of stars they have destroyed.  Earth’s sun is next on their list.  

“Not only was this Sci-Fi/Supernatural idea created by people of color, but all of the leads will be 

played by people of color as well. We have African American, Latino, Korean, Filipino, and (South 

Asian) Indian American leads in the series.  The story has universal appeal.” series co-creator and 

Executive Producer Dennis Hill explains.  Star Thieves is a Dark Matter 86 production.  The series is 

created by Leslie Foster, Theo Brown and Dennis Hill.  The cast includes Dennis Hill, Danette Wilson, 

Junesoo Ham, Aris Juson, Tiffany Daniels, Roshan Maloney, David Lago and Steve Maurice.  More 

information is available at www.starthievesseries.com. 

About the Dark Matter 86:  The company was co-founded in 2012 by Leslie Foster, Dennis Hill 

and Rajeev Sigamoney.  Dark Matter 86 desires to tell the stories of the majority that have been 

hidden in the shadows for generations.  

For media inquiries please contact April Rushing at 310.987.7318 or by e-mail at April [at] 

RushingMedia [dot] com. 
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